FLIGHT DECK™
THE FIRST COMMERCIAL GOGGLE AUTHORIZED FOR USE ON U.S. NAVY FLIGHT DECKS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ESS Flight Deck is the only commercial goggle authorized by the U.S. Navy for use on flight decks, and is standard issue for the Australian Navy. The 26mm-wide, high-memory elastic strap features ESS’ patented Speed-Clip™ system, which provides quick strap adjustment and is ideal for cranial helmets. The full-perimeter, Low-Flow™ ventilation and filtration system ventilates humid air while filtering airborne particles, air blasts and splashes. The roomy Striker™ frame fits over most eyeglasses.

BALLISTIC PROTECTION STANDARDS
Compliant With: U.S. MIL SPEC MIL-DTL-43511D (Clause 3.5.10), ANSI Z87.1-2010, U.S. Federal OSHA, CE EN 166 B

FRAME & LENS OPTIONS
Frame: Gray
Available Lens Colors: Clear, Smoke Gray, Hi-Def Yellow

KEY FEATURES
- Roomy frame fits over most prescription eyewear
- Patented Speed-Clip™ hinged strap system is ideal for cranial helmets, making strap adjustment quick & easy.
- Advanced ESS ClearZone™ FlowCoat lenses eliminate fog inside & prevent scratches outside
- Interchangeable 2.6mm high-impact Polycarbonate lenses
- Distortion-free optics & 100% UVA/UVB protection

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS
- Flight Deck™ Kit: Includes 2 High-impact Lenses (Clear & Smoke Gray)

Flight Deck (Gray)
Issue Model Number: #740-0197
NSN: #240-01-492-5720
Retail Model Number: #740-0333
FLIGHT DECK™ FEATURES

Full-perimeter Ventilation & Filtration System

Advanced ClearZone™ FlowCoat Anti-fog & Anti-scratch Lens Coatings

Roomy Frame Fits Over Most Prescription Eyewear

26mm Strap with Speed-Clip™ Adjustment System for Optimal Fit With Cranial Helmets

FLIGHT DECK™ PRODUCT DETAIL

SpeedClip™ Strap System
Patented system provides quick strap adjustment & optimized fit with cranial helmets

ESS Ballistic Protection
Extra-thick Polycarbonate lens resists impacts—in this case blasts from a 12-gauge shotgun firing #6-shot from 10 meters—dimpling but not penetrating the lenses
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